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What learners is the ARA resource designed for?
There is increasing recognition of the importance of making documents, and processes,
accessible for individuals with complex needs. These needs include both cognitive and
linguistic factors. This resource is designed for those people: for example: learners who
find it difficult to:
 remember information;
 reflect on information;
 understand what is being spoken about;
 reply verbally;
 read; and
 write.
The Accessible Risk Assessments were designed at Arden College, Southport, as a
response to the needs of young adults who experience these difficulties. The initial trial
involved learners working at or below the Entry 1 range who had very limited literacy
skills, but who had some understanding of cause and effect.
This paper summarises the experience of Arden College and of other Colleges who
have trialled this approach
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Together with Strathmore and Lindeth Colleges, Arden College is a Craegmoor College

What does ‘Accessible’ mean?
In general, risk assessments are text based, and rely on the personal knowledge of the
person filling out the risk assessment to complete the form. That is, the person
completing the form (in writing) has to identify the risks (from memory) and put in place
safety measures/strategies (recalled from memory) to counter those risks.
The group of learners identified in Section 1 will have restricted ability to:
 read the text;
 write an answer;
 reflect on the activity (which is removed in time and place).
 reflect on/recall potential risks; and
 reflect on/recall safety measures or strategies.
If these learners are to be participants in the risk assessment process they have to be
supported to:
 ‘read’ the assessment;
 to reflect on the context, dangers and safety measures, and
 to complete the risk assessment.

What is the Accessible Risk Assessment resource?
The initial version of the Accessible Risk Assessments was a template into which the
risks associated with a particular activity, or part of an activity, can be inputted. This
allows a degree of flexibility so that the ARA can be tailored to the specific needs of an
individual or a context. These initial ARAs were designed for activities (such as
shopping, bowling, going to the pub) in the extended curriculum at Arden College.
The ARA was intended to support discussion (by means of visual prompts and
reminders) about an area of potential risk, and the safe actions that might be set against
such risks. (Thus addressing the needs of learners who find it difficult to remember or
reflect on a particular area)
Learners can record their responses using symbols and/or writing. (Thus supporting the
needs of a learner who has limited reading or writing skills –see example in Section 4)
The visual prompts that support the ARA can be varied according to the needs of the
individual, and the particular focus of the ARA (for example photographic, symbol and/or

written). The majority of the work that has been done so far has involved symbol
prompts2 (supported by text) to make the discussion accessible.
Completing the ARA involves the use of ‘carrier boards’3 with removable ‘tiles’ (for
further explanation of this system see Section 5). Each ‘tile’ has a symbol (with the
corresponding text) on it. Students who use symbols to complete the form pick a tile and
put it on the form.
In addition to serving as an alternative to text for completing the form, the carrier boards
system means that students are able to browse a range of options for risks/safety
measures –which aids memory and reflection.
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most often using colour PCS symbols

The carrier board and tile system was devised by Langlearn SLT services at Arden
College

A completed example of an Accessible Risk Assessment: Going
Bowling4
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At the top of page 2 the students written comment ‘It gont my tank goeing’ is glossed to give
the meaning that he spoke i.e. Chris meant to write ‘It got my thinking going’.

Producing an Accessible Risk Assessment suitable for a specific
setting
The ARA template developed at Arden College allows individual settings to create their
own individualised accessible risk assessments using the symbol software that is
licensed within that College. Example: The ARA template
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Keeping Safe template

Insert
symbol
here

Risk Assessment

Name………………………………………………

…………………………………………… worked with me
to fill this in

Where

Date………………………………
Unit…………………………………

Dangers

Safe
actions

Each context will make adaptations to the format to suit the needs of specific particular
groups of learners/courses. This section describes two ways in which Arden College
has used the ARA.

The Original Format (Arden College)


Identify an activity (i.e. ‘Swimming’). Make a timeline for that activity: that is, write
out the steps of the activity. (Many Colleges will be familiar with the use of visual
schedules). Example:
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Swimming timeline

Get off bus (in car park)

Walk to swimming baths

Pay money

Get locker fob

Get changed

Put items in locker

Shower

Langlearn SLT Services
www.langlearn.co.uk

Arden College

 Put the steps of the activity into the left hand column on the template. Example:
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Keeping Safe Going Swimming
Risk Assessment

Name………………………………………………
…………………………………………… worked with me
to fill this in

Where

Getting off the bus

Walking to the swimming baths

Paying money

Getting locker fob

Dangers

Date………………………………
Unit…………………………………

Safe
actions

 Then, starting with the first step of the activity think about the some of the most
obvious risks associated with that step of the activity. For example when getting off
the bus...some obvious examples of risk might be falling, running away, being hit by
a car.
 Next put the risks on the risk/dangers carrier board template –spread them out so
that learners have to actively process the information to find a/the risk(s).
 Then repeat this step until you have addressed all sections of the timeline and have a
suitable number of ‘risks’ on the Risk carrier board. Example:
Swimming Dangers
Choice Board

losing fob

bumping into
someone

being hit by
a car

talking to
strangers

losing money

not locking
cubicle door

naked in public

running

losing clothes

soap in eyes

running away

inappropriate
behaviour

clothes get
wet

can’t find
attendant

slipping

getting lost

outburst

inappropriate
dress

machine does
not work

locker does
not work

diving in the
shallow end

running

having money
stolen

drowning

don’t listen
to attendant

don’t remember
the number

going with a
stranger

Can’t swim

scalding

arguing

not closing
doors

leaving building

 NB when making the timeline, and deciding how many risks to include,
remember to tailor the size/scope of the ARA to the level of the learner. For
some young adults it will be important to highlight fewer steps and a smaller
number associated risks in order to emphasise the most important information.
 The carrier board is then printed out twice; once in black and white to ‘carry’ the
answer tiles, and once in colour. Both sheets are laminated. The colour sheet is then
cut into individual tiles which are stuck onto the black and white carrier board using
i.e. blu tac or Velcro). The tiles can then be lifted off by the learner to record their
answer on the form.
Example from a bonfire night carrier board

Stars

Sun

Television

Torch

Lightning

Fireworks

Moon

Bulb

Flames

 Now look at the risks you have chosen and identify at least one ‘safe action’ to
counter each risk. Put these onto a ‘Safe Action’ carrier board (and repeat the
process of making the removable tiles). Remember that for some student groups a
‘safe action’ will apply to more than one risk ie ‘ask staff’ ‘stay with staff’ (for example,
in the pilot even more able students wanted to use this option more than once).
Example:
Swimming Safe actions
Choice Board

Walk slowly

Stay with staff

Call staff

Keep money
in wallet/purse

Stay in cubicle

Listen to
attendant

Put correct
clothing on

Think hard

Put correct
clothing on

Talk to
attendant

Check pocket
is safe

Look at the
attendant

Listen for cars

Ask staff

Listen hard

Ask attendant
to repeat

Keep ticket
in pocket

Wait near bus

Don’t talk to
strangers

Look for cars

Talk to
attendant

Keep wallet/
purse in pocket

Keep ticket
in bag

Talk to staff

Say you haven’t
understood

Call lifeguard

Keep wallet/
purse in bag

Ask attendant
to repeat it

Close bag

 It can also be useful to write out a list of the stages, the risks and the safe actions for
later reference and to aid updating and amending the resource.

Supporting Accredited Courses (Arden College)
Some (for example, accredited) courses have found it useful to adapt the original idea
to focus on specific areas of ie a task. In this case the teacher has
 selected particular parts of a session/activity (related to the accreditation) that carry a
level of risk (as opposed to using a whole timeline). Example: from Health and
Beauty at Arden College.
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Unit 007 Keeping Safe when
Caring for hands
Risk Assessment

Name………………………………………………

…………………………………………… worked with me

Unit…………………………………

to fill this in

What

Date………………………………

Dangers

Safe
actions

Massaging
hands and
arms.

Product spillage
on floor.

Using nail
polish/ base
coat/ top coat/
nail polish
remover.

Filing nails.

 highlighted the risks associated with that action/stage/level.
 specified the safe actions for that risk.
 (then proceeded in the same way as for Application 1).

The experience of other Colleges
Lindeth College: Overview (Andrew McHale, Kerry Green and Rachael
Thompson)
At Lindeth College, Windermere, the ARA format has been adapted for use in several
courses including
 Transition: To look at risks and safe actions associated with going for a walk, or
going to a cafe, as part of the Skills for Life ‘Community and Leisure’ unit.
 Extended Curriculum: the ARAs (particularly the ‘Shopping’ ARA) have been used to
help students take responsibility for their own safety.
 Construction: as part of the Health and Safety process: It has worked particularly well
when learners explore the risk and dangers associated with specific equipment and
materials.

Supporting Learners on Work Experience (Bridge College: Donna Barnett &
Angie Brindley)
At Bridge College in Offerton, Stockport, we developed accessible risk assessments
with learners on work experience. The focus of the exercise was external work
placements accessed by learners during their time at College. The majority of this work
was undertaken by Angie Brindley, one of our Senior Support Team Leaders, and a
small group of learners.

The process
Each work placement is assessed for their risk before learners attend the placement,
and it was this document that formed the basis of the accessible risk assessment. Each
aspect of the written risk assessment was symbolised by Angie in preparation for
discussions with each learner.
Newbridge Café – Risk Assessment
Danger

How could you
get hurt

Solution

Hob / Oven

Sharp knives

Example: Risk assessment grid
compiled from initial assessment from
Newbridge Café, accessed by Bridge
College students.

Water too hot

Water spills

Going too
fast

Some learners in the group were used to using symbols as they used communication
aids or were at a level to understand the symbols. However, other learners did not have
these skills and abilities and therefore Angie spent time teaching the symbols first and
reinforcing what they meant for each learner. This was done on an individual basis.

People
slipping

Water spills

Slow down

Run
over

Get burnt

Get Cold

Scald

Get staff to help

Mop any spills

Get cut

Put cold water in

Be aware it’s
hot

Don’t put in the sink

Bump into people

Carrying heavy trays

Example: Carrier board with both
‘How could you get hurt’ and
‘Solution’.

Look both ways

The accessible risk assessment template had 3 columns headed ‘Danger’, ‘How could
you get hurt?’ and finally ‘Solution’. Dangers in the work place were identified already
on the template, and learners were then supported to identify appropriate symbols for
the final two columns. They were able to indicate symbols in which ever way was
appropriate for them, and then place them in the correct place on the template.

Example: Students completed Risk
Assessment. This was then
photocopied and kept in the
individuals Work Experience file.

What worked/what we might do differently?
We found that lower level learners required additional support to recognise and
understand symbols before they could be meaningfully involved in the risk assessment
process. This was less true for higher level learners and those who were used to using
communication aids and Board Maker symbols.
Some Board Maker symbols were less obvious and had to be adapted. We did think
that some learners would need the information in the risk assessment to be more
concrete, and therefore real pictures or video of the work place could be used to support
understanding.
We may investigate the possibility of using a more interactive approach where learners
are able to click and drag symbols to the appropriate columns using an interactive

whiteboard. The individualised risk assessment could then be printed and updated
each term.
It is important to remember that learners themselves may identify risks that we have not.
This did happen with one learner, and if we had not involved her in the risk assessment
process we may never have known that this was an issue.

How can the ARA be used with learners?
The exact way in which an ARA is used with a learner obviously depends on many
factors –we have provided some general guidelines (based on Application 1 –the
original ARA format) which can be adapted to suit the specific context.
 Talk about the time line with the learner.
- Adaptation: If the individual finds it hard to relate to/reflect on the timeline it may be
important to associate the symbol prompts for each stage with the actual activity
(ie show the ‘getting off the bus’ symbol card when the learner is actually getting
off the bus) or with a photograph of the activity.
 Introduce the risk (dangers) carrier board and for each step of the timeline find an
associated risk. The carrier board allows the learner to consider/reflect on a range of
options. The learner can use the symbol from the carrier board to ‘stick’ into the
appropriate square in the ‘risk’ column. Some learners may prefer to write (or copy)
their chosen answer into the box. Example:
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Keeping Safe Going Swimming
Risk Assessment

Name………………………………………………
…………………………………………… worked with me

to fill this in

Where

Dangers

Date………………………………
Unit…………………………………

Safe
actions

slipping

Getting off the bus
being hit
by a car

Walking to the swimming baths
losing money

Paying money

- Adaptation: If the learner cannot work with all the steps of the time line at once it
might be important to cut the resource into strips and to work on each strip
individually –maybe associating it with real life activities, or photos .

- Adaptation: For some learners ie who are working on one section of the timeline at
once, it might be important to present a smaller set of options to talk through and
choose from
 Then take the ‘Safe Actions’ carrier board and support the learner to find a ’safe
action’ to associate with every risk. Example:
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Keeping Safe Going Swimming
Risk Assessment

Name………………………………………………
…………………………………………… worked with me

to fill this in

Where

Dangers
slipping

Date………………………………
Unit…………………………………

Safe
actions
Walk slowly

Getting off the bus
being hit
by a car

Stay with staff

Walking to the swimming baths
losing money

Paying money

 Adaptations – see previous steps

Keep wallet/
purse in pocket

Involving Learners in Directing Support for their Learner Journey
Learner Journey

The implications of the Accessible Risk
Assessment

Initial Assessment

The format of the ARA has implications for the
way in which other assessments could be
potentially be made more accessible for me
(i.e. a learner with specific needs)

Learning Plans

I can only be involved if I understand the
scope and focus of the area. Most importantly,
I have the right to be enabled to keep safe and
well (ECM). I need to be supported to
understand, reflect and respond. This will
enable me to be an active participant in the
development and review of my learning
plan(s).

Progress Reviews

Teaching and
I will be enabled to learn and to achieve if the
Learning/Achievement/Progression resources that are used with me are ones that
I can understand and engage with. Creating
my own risk assessments gives me ownership
and responsibility for management of my own
safety

Summary
This description of the piloting and development of the Accessible Risk Assessment
pro-forma illustrates the issues to be considered if all learners to be fully involved in the
learning process. Active participation requires students to be able to understand, reflect
and respond in all situations. The Accessible Risk Assessment was devised at Arden
College in a direct response to the imperatives of the Every Child Matters initiative.
However, as this discussion illustrates, there is still much to be learned about the way in
which processes and, at a more basic level, documents, can be adapted such that they
are accessible for the widest number of learners possible. Similar formats to the ARA
have been used by Arden College in a variety of ways to explore these issues.

Dr. Liz Dean
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